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Sebagai tambahan kepada bidang politik, ekonomi, sosiologi dan teologi, estetika sebagai kajian keindahan dicadangkan sebagai satu pendekatan yang wajar kepada budaya Islam. Satu cara penyelidikan yang kualitatif digunakan untuk menyiasat pelbagai fenomena keindahan yang diperhatikan dalam budaya Jawa Tengah. Satu analisis dibuat bagi melihat sama ada aspek-aspek kehidupan Jawa dan pemikiran mereka diterima oleh Islam atau tidak.

Beberapa lawatan dibuat ke Solo dan Yogyakarta di Jawa Tengah termasuk kawasan bandar dan perkampungan sekitar. Empat kategori penyiasatan dibuat – agama dan alam ghaib, estetika kewanitaan, hiburan dan seni serta seni bina dan alam sekitar. Satu senarai soalan dibuat dan diedarkan...
kapada 130 orang, mengikut empat kategori yang disebut di atas. Beberapa temubual dan tumpuan perkumpulan dibuat untuk berbincang mengenai halal dan haram aspek-aspek keindahan dalam pelbagai aktiviti harian mereka.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of the Study

Most graduate research and writing occurs consecutively in one’s younger years. Sometimes one’s choice of studies is fortuitous, sometimes not. How can one know oneself sufficiently well to proceed wisely at this stage of life? In the case of the present study, a certain claim may be made to a more comprehensive approach. At age sixty-three, my concerns are highly personal and integrative, as well as academic. One feels there is no more time for digression.

My early-life training was as a classical musician. My instrument was the piano, but my favorite music was that of the symphony orchestra. Piano studies seemed very lonely (except, of course, at events of public presentation and triumph), whereas orchestras were my ultimate model of group cooperation for civilized ends, uplifting human culture everywhere they existed. So I took up symphonic tympani in order to participate in orchestra life.
Whatever else I may have been doing professionally or personally, in or out of the classroom, my practice of these skills has proceeded uninterrupted until today. My appreciation for earlier musical training knows no bounds as I approach retirement years, able now to call on an exquisite repository of accumulated artistic experience. Wherever there is a good piano my angels will be happy, and wherever there is good symphonic music, my soul may weep in gratitude. The piano keeps my hands young and healthy, the orchestra keeps my eyes, ears, and seemingly my soul happy as well. This is the template on which the present studies have proceeded.

Early on, it came to pass that my music and other interests involved a great deal of world travel. By my present age, having collected glimpses of some fifty-plus foreign countries, it seemed reasonable to synthesize this experience into a knowledgeable presentation in Cultural Anthropology that would be related to my primary skill, that is, my artistic training. Hence the choice of a traditional culture with sophisticated aesthetic elements.

Javanese culture had occupied my attention during my MA years (age thirty-six until forty-one), and personally
thereafter for some years. So I have returned to the Javanese, with the appreciation I had already gained of their accumulated cultural and spiritual wisdom, not to mention the benefits accruing to me personally from extensive participation in Javanese social and community life. If a refined aesthetic sensibility were to be found anywhere, it would be among the Javanese.

There is one further influence in my personal bias, and that is from the religion of Islam. My attraction to Islam was more comprehensive than my artistic leanings. It supported them and protected them from certain excesses I saw permeating the world of professional musicians in the West. But not all Islamic cultures could have done this, by any means. Aesthetics has a variable position in Islamic, as well as other cultures, and could satisfy my needs only in carefully selected areas. Certain communities in the area of Central Java seemed to possess cultures of religious sensitivity combined with aesthetic sensibility.

Some professional friends had mentioned earlier in my life that the only “protection” a musician needs is talent, and that my talent was sufficient. So why turn to religion or alien cultures? Only Allah knows what is “sufficient” with
regard to any skill, but since I felt an acute need for spiritual regulation as well as substantial immersion in cultures other than my own, no one could really dispute the topic of my Ph.D. research. It is, as I say, a simple report of a felt need. This thesis may be one possible response to my friends’ sincere puzzlement.

But the spotlight here is really not on me. It must be on those good people in Central Java who are trying to make sense out of what “modernization” is doing to their society, and how turning to the aesthetic elements of their environment may help them cope. I am interested to see if the Javanese response to various forms of beauty is really of survival value, and if so, how and what the rest of us may learn from them.

So although my specialization is not aesthetics, I may state the matter thus. Within the field of Aesthetics, I have sought to give further meaning to my artistic training. Within the field of Cultural Anthropology, I am trying to relate the benefits of the arts to all of mankind by generalizing from their representation in Javanese culture. It is a synthesizing effort of an entire lifetime.
1.2 Statement of the Problem

For religious artists and aestheticians, “aesthetics” can seem totally amoral in the secular context, where academicians insist that objective research must remain “value-free”. Contrary to the secular approach, I have attempted a discussion of specifically Islamic aesthetics, especially from the pacifistic Javanese perspective, thereby suggesting a clearly non-secular linkage of ethical or moral elements with artistic or aesthetic issues.

My chief research problem is, therefore, this linkage. On this matter, Psycholinguistics Professor Naom Chomsky at MIT in the USA advised me to remain in SE Asia to conduct such research, since protocols for research into “value-laden” issues had yet to be agreed upon in the West.¹

Professor Syed Hussain Alatas, noted Malaysian sociologist, advised me toward a specifically value-laden approach to aesthetics issues, observing that it had not yet been done. Professor Alatas’ works have long insisted on the importance of value-laden research, Asian life being totally permeated with such value issues.²
We must therefore introduce the concept of an Islamic ethics of aesthetics, by analyzing components of various forms of beauty from both halal and haram points of view. Let us take this line of thinking through the various human sense modes, to suggest an approach for later, in our Data Analysis section. We will discuss visual, aural, and olfactory aesthetics, as well as social and intellectual aesthetic values.

As an example of halal visual aesthetics, the space surrounding the Petronas Towers in downtown Kuala Lumpur is of interest. These towers, among the very tallest manmade structures in the world, are not precisely the same height. Similarly, the walls of the seemingly rectangular Parthenon on its hill overlooking Athens are actually slightly curved. Making the walls of the Parthenon perfectly straight, or making the Petronas Towers exactly symmetrical, would have diminished the aesthetics of the space around them (which architects refer to as “negative space”). Indeed, one publication recounting the history of the Petronas Towers is entitled, “Sculpting the Sky”.

Aside from their questionable ecological impact (increasing the density of human workspace in a downtown location),
these towers are quite interesting aesthetically. The Malaysians seem to have forged ahead with their excellent sense of design, into evolving various visual forms that are very modern while still consonant with Muslim feeling.

However, we are not yet dealing here with issues of haram or halal. There would not be anything haram about a more boring negative space around the towers. So far, we are dealing only with a matter of aesthetic sophistication, a greater degree of which would render any edifice designed to express wonder and grandeur as more Islamic, and any plain, rectangular structure (such as dominate the skylines of Singapore or Jakarta) as less so.

This issue of “negative space” was first explained to me in Katmandu, Nepal, in 1961. There, I met an American architect and city planner who was traveling the world in order to study the organization of space in native town design. He pointed out that the individual structures we were examining may not have been considered beautiful in themselves, one by one, but that the intuitive juxtaposition of buildings and especially the spaces they carved out of their street fronts were a beautiful form or shape of empty space. The trick was to draw outlines with
your imagination, using the building fronts as the side borders, with the street at the bottom, and whatever you liked connecting the tops of the buildings across the street. Voila! You had a negative space. And these spaces, once he pointed them out to me, did indeed often have a really interesting beauty. This reversal of foreground with background provided a surprising aesthetic pleasure.

The Taj Mahal, famous “Wonder of the World”, is not a mosque. It is the Mogul Emperor Shah Jahan’s loving memorial to his deceased wife, Mumtaz Mahal. It is built on a cliff overlooking the banks of the Jumma River, so that it appears to float when first viewed from afar. This produces an effect of an apparent absence of space itself behind the building, illogical as this may sound. The Taj seems to float mid-air, especially on the fabled nights of the full moon.

The visual purity of the Taj also elevates most viewers into a timeless realm. A visit to the Taj by moonlight would bring almost anyone into a greater understanding of the sense of timelessness in aesthetics, as in religion. The Taj Mahal is undeniably Islamic in its subjective effect, as well as in its objective design. As a young man,